Startup co-founder with expertise in hydrogen power units (w/m/d) · Full-time, Stuttgart

ABOUT THE VACANCY

We are looking for a co-founder for our startup to assume the role as chief product officer. The role is directed to a professional engineer passionate about hydrogen powered technologies, determined to challenge the state of the art and empower the industrial transition to emission-free energy. If you have a trustful working attitude, a robust teamwork mindset, and strong creative skills you are the right one to join us.

YOUR ROLE

You will be responsible for the development of new products for hydrogen powered applications from scratch until serial production maturity. You will manage and conduct activities related to product and service innovation, material strategy, and environmental sustainability according to customer demands. You will contribute to develop in-house technology expertise and to build a solid IP-portfolio.

YOUR PROFILE

You are an engineer with a Master or Doctorate degree (Mechanic, Electric, Mechatronic), specialized in developing hydrogen storage and/or power units. You are experienced with the R&D of hydrogen power units, storage systems, proficient with product development methodology and preferably experienced with numerical simulation tools. You are a self-starter with strong analytical and conceptual skills, hands-on entrepreneurial mindset, investing all efforts in establishing an open-minded company culture. You are concluding or have concluded your academic studies within the past 5 years.

WHAT WE OFFER

You will find an entrepreneurial team that trusts you, your experience, dedication, and abilities to manage risks to develop a progressive company culture. You will have the freedom to develop your success story, working with a team of experts supporting you from day one.

ABOUT US

We are two engineers and good friends, believers that hydrogen is the key for a greener future. Our dream and mission as a startup are to facilitate hydrogen powered applications by advanced storage and supply solutions. With our newly patented storage system design and manufacturing processes our startup project is just getting started. To make it a reality we are applying to the 2021 EXIST Transfer of Research grant program, funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.

CONTACT

Contact us via email shortly introducing yourself, your interests, your professional experience, including your CV. We are keen to get to know you personally and provide you more insights about our vision.

Felipe & Christian, info@lagooncm.com